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ABSTRACT

The After Action Review (AAR) process provides a powerful methodology that in the context of training maximizes
the benefits of exercises by enabling a unit to learn from experience by systematically reflecting on their strengths
and weaknesses. We have developed a tool that supports the AAR process, essentially extending an Observer
Controller’s (O/C) reach automatically. This tool was developed with two training contexts in mind: live STX lane
convoy training at the National Training Center (NTC) and simulated convoy training using DARWARS Ambush!
at the Mission Support Training Facility at Fort Lewis. At NTC, live radio communication is captured during
training, while with Ambush! communication using voice over IP (VOIP) is recorded. The tool automatically
converts recorded speech to text and then analyzes the text, using advanced statistical machine learning
technologies, to determine a unit’s performance and identify critical incidents, leading indicators, and other training
events that could be included in an AAR.
We worked closely with Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to derive the important dimensions of performance
allowing the tool to support a wide range of O/C and commander AARs. The tool rates a unit on several scales
based on a mission essential task list (METL), including command and control, situation understanding, use of
standard operating procedures (SOPs), and battle drills. For each rating scale, the tool selects appropriate training
events that reflect the unit’s range of performance from untrained through practiced to trained. The tool’s interface
makes it easy to spot performance weaknesses at a glance and then to drill down to understand these weaknesses by
listening to the relevant radio communication. The tool also enables commanders to create a custom AAR by
selecting events of interest and the associated radio communication and then adding their own comments.
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A cornerstone of the Army training system is the After
Action Review (AAR), (Morrison & Meliza, 1999)
which is conducted after every training or operational
mission. The AAR process provides a powerful method
for maximizing the benefits of training exercises by
enabling a unit to learn from experience. The key is
for the AAR leader, often the unit commander, to
systematically review the unit’s performance and
provide feedback on their strengths and weaknesses. In
the
context
of
training
at
the
NTC,
Observer/Controllers (O/Cs) often facilitate learning by
providing much of the feedback to the unit directly. A
similar arrangement is often used for units training
with Ambush! in which the unit commander works
with the O/Cs running the simulation to provide
detailed feedback to the unit.
In order to conduct an AAR the O/C must provide
specific incidents and interactions from training. STX
lane training at NTC often occurs over several hours,
increasing the AAR leader’s workload, and making it
more difficult for the unit commander or O/C to
produce specific examples from training. We have
developed a tool set that supports the AAR process by
essentially extending an O/C’s reach automatically.
This toolset is built upon technologies that enable
automatic monitoring of team and individual
performance
through
analyses
of
their
communications. This paper will describe the
technological approach and the development of the
AAR toolset.
AUTOMATED COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS
Verbal communication provides a rich source of
information about a team’s performance, including
what team members know, how information flows
through the team’s network, and detailed information
about cognitive states, situation awareness, workload
and stress. In fact, within the distributed training
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community, trainers and subject matter experts
typically rely on listening to a team’s communication
in order to assess that team’s performance. In order to
exploit the information inherent in verbal
communication, technologies are needed that can
assess both the content and patterns of the verbal
information flowing in the network and then convert
the analyses into straightforward, usable feedback for
teams and commanders.
The overall goal of automated verbal communication
analysis is to apply a set of computational modeling
approaches to networked communication in order to
convert the verbal communication into useful
characterizations
of
performance.
These
characterizations include metrics of team performance,
feedback to commanders, and alerts about critical
incidents related to performance. This type of analysis
has several prerequisites. The first is the availability of
sources of clear verbal communication. Second, there
must be performance measures which can be used to
associate the communication to actual team
performance. Finally, these prerequisites can be
combined with computational approaches applied to
the communication in order to perform the analysis.
These computational approaches include computational
linguistics methods to analyze communication,
machine-learning
techniques
to
associate
communication to performance measures, and finally
cognitive and task modeling techniques.
By applying the computational approaches to the
communication, we have a complete communication
analysis pipeline. Communications are converted
directly into performance metrics which can then be
incorporated into visualization tools to provide
commanders and Soldiers with applications such as
automatically augmented AARs and debriefings.
A number of AI, statistical, and machine learning
techniques have been applied to discourse modeling,
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generally for the purpose of improving speech
recognition and dialogue systems. However, few have
focused directly on the content of team discourse.
Recent methods that have been tested include decision
trees (Core, 1998), statistical modeling based on
current utterance and discourse history (Chu-Carroll,
1998), and hidden Markov models. For example,
Stolcke et al., (2000) were able to predict the tags
assigned to discourse within 15% of the accuracy of
trained human annotators, while Kiekel et al., (2004)
developed Markov models of communication patterns
among team members that were able to predict overall
performance.
Some of these components have been previously
developed and an earlier version was successfully
evaluated, demonstrating that the toolset effectively
predicts aspects of objective mission performance by
measuring the quality of verbal team interactions. The
ability to produce a team assessment and monitoring
system is made possible by a technology for mimicking
human understanding of the meaning of natural
language. The basic technology is a machine learning
method called Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA
is a fully automatic corpus-based statistical modeling
method for extracting and inferring relations of
expected contextual usage of words in discourse
(Landauer, Foltz & Laham, 1998). In LSA training
texts are represented as a matrix, where each row
represents a unique word and each column represents a
text passage or other unit of context. The entries in this
matrix are the frequencies of the word (rows) in the
context (columns). A singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the matrix results in a 100-500 dimension
"semantic space" where the original words and
passages are represented as vectors. The meaning of
any passage is the sum of the vectors of the words in
the passage (Landauer et al., 1997). Words, utterances,
and whole documents can then be compared against
each other by computing the cosine between the
vectors representing the texts. This technique provides
a measure of the semantic similarity of two texts, even
if they do not contain words in common. LSA has
been used for a wide range of applications and for
simulating knowledge representation, discourse and
psycholinguistic phenomena. These approaches have
included: information retrieval (Deerwester et al.,
1990), automated essay scoring (Landauer et al., 2000),
automated text analysis (Foltz, 1996), and have been
incorporated into a number of commercial text
processing applications, such as Apple Computer’s
spam detection.
Initial tests using LSA for team communication
analysis have shown great promise. Typically, LSA is
first automatically trained on a body of text containing
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knowledge of a domain, for example a set of training
manuals related to the tasks from which the
communication is drawn. After such training, LSA is
able to measure the similarity of meaning of two
utterances in a way that closely mimics human
judgments. Using existing communication data, the
technology is able to provide accurate predictions of
overall team performance, make reliable judgments of
the types of statements each team member is making,
and predict team performance problems based on the
patterns of communication among team members.
Over a series of studies, LSA-based communications
methods have been evaluated favorably in terms of
their ability to predict team performance. For instance,
LSA was successfully able to predict team performance
scores in simulated task environments based only on
communications transcripts (Foltz, 2005; Foltz, Martin,
Abdelali, Rosenstein & Oberbreckling, 2006; Gorman,
Foltz, Kiekel, Martin & Cooke, 2003; Kiekel, Cooke,
Foltz, Gorman & Martin, 2002). Using human and
ASR transcripts of team missions in a UAV
environment, in simulators of F-16 missions, and in
Navy TADMUS exercises, LSA predicted both
objective team performance scores and SME ratings of
performance at very high levels of reliability. These
results illustrate that LSA-based methods can
successfully determine the overall performance of a
team based on their verbal communications.
Because team communication is typically spoken,
automatic speech recognition systems (ASR) can be
applied to convert speech to text for input into the
toolset. LSA has been tested for the analysis of ASR
input for a limited portion of a dataset of verbal
communication. The results indicated that even with
typical ASR systems degrading word recognition by
40%, LSA’s prediction performance degraded less than
10% (see Laham, Bennett & Derr, 2002 and Foltz,
Laham & Derr, 2003). Note that because verbal
interactions in such situations are highly constrained by
the actions currently being taken and by the current
execution status of the mission plans, and are largely
routinized, the difficulties of both automatic speech
recognition and LSA understanding are greatly
reduced. Moreover, because LSA derives meaning
from whole utterances, not from individual words, it is
immune to fairly high word level error rates typically
found in speech recognition systems.
The present work sought to expand the automated
communication analysis results by incorporating
additional statistical language modeling techniques in
conjunction with LSA. The goal was to then develop a
toolset to support automated AARs based on these
modeling techniques.
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DATA COLLECTION
Two datasets were collected and analyzed during this
effort. In collaboration with the Fort Lewis Mission
Support Training Facility, we collected audio, video
and event log data from the DARWARS Ambush!
virtual environment convoy training. In Ambush! up to
50 Soldiers jointly practice battle drills and leadership
during simulated convoy operations. At the National
Training Center (NTC), Fort Irwin, a second dataset
was collected consisting of data from live mounted
convoy STX lane training. In collaboration with the
NTC Observer/Controllers (O/Cs) performance
assessments of the datasets and recorded AARs and hot
washes from the live training exercises were collected.
Both data collection efforts concentrated on platoon
and squad-level teams performing convoy operations.
Both in Ambush! and at NTC units are trained in
situations currently encountered on a daily basis by
units deployed for Operations Enduring Freedom and
Iraqi Freedom.
In the training, company-sized
elements receive a fragmentary order (FRAGO) to
conduct a mounted tactical patrol along a specified
route. The convoy commander conducts troop-leading
procedures, issues a movement order, and leads the
convoy along the designated route. The convoy
encounters contacts along the route, which can include
a civil disturbance, a rocket-propelled grenade attack,
an improvised explosive device (IED), a near ambush,
vehicle-borne IED (VBIED), negotiation with Iraqi
police and complex attacks (IED and ambush) (see
Kuhn, 2004).
DARWARS Ambush!
DARWARS Ambush! is a widely used game-based
training system that has been integrated into training
for many brigades prior to deployment in Iraq (Diller,
Roberts, Blankenship & Nielson, 2004; Diller, Roberts
& Wilmuth, 2005). In this environment up to 50
Soldiers are able to jointly practice battle drills and
leadership training during simulated convoy
operations. Figure 1 shows a typical user’s view
during training.

Figure 1. DARWARS Ambush! training scenario
screen.
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At Fort Lewis, we were able to coordinate the
collection of over twenty-two DVDs containing over
250 training missions of approximately a half hour
apiece including VOIP audio communication, and
video and event logs in some cases.
National Training Center
Data collection at the NTC was significantly more
challenging than collection of the Ambush! data, as
might be expected from trying to instrument real
platoons and squads in the field. We collected voice
activated
recordings
of
SINCGARS
FM
communications during STX lane training, although
topographical features made FM signals unavailable or
degraded from several locations, so voice quality was
not as high as in the controlled Ambush! environment.
Data was collected during rotations from January
through June of 2007. We recorded a total of 105 STX
lane training missions, of which we selected 57
recordings that had acceptable quality audio, and
training events of interest. These recordings varied in
duration from as little as ten minutes to several hours.
Combined with the 250 missions recorded from
Ambush! at Fort Lewis, we collected a total of over
300 training missions.
DEVELOPMENT
METRICS

OF

PERFORMANCE

Providing feedback on team performance requires
the toolset to associate performance metrics with
communication streams. Thus, in addition to the audio
communication, the system typically requires one or
more metrics of team performance. There are a wide
range of issues in determining appropriate metrics for
measuring team performance (e.g., Brannick, Salas, &
Prince, 1997). For example, metrics need to be
associated with key outcomes or processes related to
the team’s tasks, they should indicate and provide
feedback on deficiencies for individuals and/or teams,
and they need to be sufficiently reliable so that experts
can agree on both the value of the metric and on how it
should be scored for different teams (Paris, Salas &
Cannon-Bowers, 2001).
Performance metrics can include objective
measures of performance, such as threat eliminations
or mission objectives completed, or subjective
measures of performance, such as Subject Matter
Experts’ (SME) ratings of aspects of performance
including command and control and situation
awareness. Additionally, components of evaluations
made during AARs, such as identification of specific
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critical incidents, failures, or errors can be used to
measure performance. In order to be effective, the
human performance measures must capture important
aspects of team performance for assessing proficiency,
as well as changes in performance that signal critical
events and potential trouble. In both the Ambush! and
NTC convoy training contexts, evaluation occurred as
part of the AAR process, so it was important that the
performance measures were drawn from the same task
context, and developed in conjunction with SMEs
having extensive experience working with convoys. In
short, the primary goal of these measures was to
provide a stable, reliable and valid indication of human
performance based solely on communications collected
during convoy training operations.
The best way to develop performance measures is
to rely on SMEs who have extensive experience
working with convoys and are able to translate that
experience into evaluations of units’ performance. In
addition to selecting good SMEs, it is crucial to
develop appropriate rating scales that accurately
capture the important dimensions of team performance
over the course of a training mission. The first step in
developing rating scales was to understand the tasks
involved in conducting convoys.
This included
understanding the range of performance, the types of
information available through communication, and the
feedback that commanders and trainers typically
provide to units during training to improve
performance. This was accomplished by observing
convoy training conducted using the Ambush!
simulation at Fort Lewis and during STX lanes training
at the National Training Center. Right seat ride-alongs
with Observer/Controllers at the NTC and interviews
with SMEs were carried out to better understand which
aspects of performance experts use to assess a unit’s
proficiency and to help identify the appropriate level of
analysis to code convoy performance. During the
interviews SMEs were asked to listen to audio clips of
convoy training sampled from the collected data and
describe the performance of the unit to allow us to
better understand the features of performance that were
available in the audio communication alone.
It became clear early on that audio communication is
an extremely rich source of information for the SMEs,
and that most SMEs were able to evaluate how well a
unit was performing within the first few minutes of an
audio clip. One SME was identified as being a
particularly reflective practitioner: he was able to
clearly articulate the important aspects of performance
observable in the communication and explain how
these changed over the course of a mission. We
decided to work closely with this SME, LTC (Ret)
Cyle Fena. He acted as our primary SME, guiding the
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development of the rating scales used by the other
SMEs to rate the audio communication. At the time
this work was conducted LTC Fena was the branch
manager for Echelons Above Brigade Security, Plans
and Operations at Fort Irwin, working as a contractor
for Northrop Grumman.
Rating Scales
To increase both validity and reliability of the ratings it
was extremely important that the scales we developed
were relevant and meaningful to the SMEs rating the
communication. It was decided to base the scales on
Army doctrine, and in particular on the concept of
Mission Essential Task Lists (METL), (see FM 3-0,
Army Operations and FM 7-1, Battle Focused
Training). Using METL, we developed four scales that
captured the important dimensions of performance in
this domain: command and control, situation
understanding, adherence to standard operating
procedures and battle drills. We also included a general
Team Performance scale, which in previous research
has been a good predictor of a unit’s proficiency (Foltz,
Martin, Abdelali, Rosenstein & Oberbreckling, 2006).
The Army’s standard three point rating scale of
Trained, Practiced, and Untrained was expanded into a
five point scale anchored at the top (Trained), middle
(Practiced) and bottom (Untrained). These were the
scales and ratings used by the SMEs to evaluate events.
Rating Tool
A rating tool was designed to support SME ratings of
the audio communication. The tool allowed the SMEs
to listen to the audio, select audio segments, and then
rate the segments. The rating tool presents the audio in
a visual format that allows a user to interact directly
with audio while it is being played. By clicking and
selecting a segment of audio, the segment is marked as
a training event of interest and the SME is prompted to
rate the segment. One benefit of this tool is that it
automatically captures the event, the corresponding
audio, and the SME generated rating data. The ease of
interaction with the tool facilitated testing various
rating scales and assessing their value by making it
easier and faster to try various rating schemes and then
examine the ratings produced.
Seven SMEs rated the collected audio on these scales,
using the rating tool. The SMEs listened to the mission
audio and marked training events. They then rated the
events using the scales we developed. The SMEs were
also asked to distinguish between critical events,
defined as events that change the scope of battle, the
commander’s plan or disrupt the operational tempo,
and other training events in the communication.
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Finally, SMEs conducted AARs for every mission they
rated, providing sustains, improves, and overall ratings
for each mission.
Rating Reliability
Before using SME ratings as a performance measure, it
is critical to assess how well the SMEs agreed with
each other. All SMEs were asked to provide ratings for
a pair of missions selected for the purpose of
computing reliability and agreement.
Intraclass
correlations among the SMEs ranged from .76 to .85
(p<.001) for average items suggesting excellent
reliability. Exact agreement was calculated between
every pair of SMEs, and average exact agreement
ranged from 24% to 50%.
Average adjacent
agreement, which includes the ratings within one point,
ranged from 74% to 96%. Two SMEs had extremely
high agreement, with their adjacent agreement ranging
from 93% to 100%, and exact agreement ranging from
51% to 86%. The agreement among SMEs was
impressive, and indicates that the SME ratings are
appropriate for computational modeling.
It also
provides support for the prerequisite that SMEs are
able to reliably detect
performance from
communication.

drawn from the text of the communications, such as
semantic content, as well as variables drawn directly
from the audio features of the communication, such as
pitch, power and the Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient which were used to predict the presence of
stress in speech. The best variables were selected to
predict the team’s performance on each of the five
scales for each training event. The model’s predictions
were correlated with the SME ratings between .36 and
.43, somewhat lower than the agreement between
SMEs which ranged from .38 to .66 for single items.
Team performance was also modeled for entire
missions, instead of the separate training events in the
missions, based on the ratings of the two SMEs with
the highest agreement. Because the unit of analysis for
this model was the entire mission, and the agreement
results for the SMEs were reported using events as the
level of analysis, additional agreement measures were
calculated based on the team performance ratings for
entire missions rated by both of the SMEs. The
model’s predictions correlated well with the SME
ratings, with correlations ranging from .70 to .81 across
the five scales, only slightly lower than the correlations
between the two SMEs. Adjacent agreement between
the SMEs and the model was also quite high, strongly
supporting the use of the model in the toolset for
assessing a team’s performance.

DATA MODELING
To go from audio data and SME ratings to a system
that can automatically rate new missions requires
building predictive models of the data. The goals of
modeling were to identify critical events in segments of
audio communication and assess team performance to
provide feedback to Soldiers and support automated
AARs. Data modeling was conducted on a set of 72
training missions which included communication data,
speech analysis variables, and SME-selected critical
events and ratings of performance.

AAR TOOL DEVELOPMENT

Critical event modeling was conducted using a
spectrum method utilizing discrete time windows
where the size of the window, and step size between
windows, were optimized to predict critical events
from the communication data. A support vector
machine then classified the data into categories with a
high or low probability that a given time window
includes a critical event. Using this approach, over
80% of the critical events were detected with an
acceptably low false alarm rate. This model allowed
the toolset to accurately detect critical events during a
mission for inclusion in an AAR.

The value of being able to provide a unit with recorded
examples of their performance is unquestionable.
After several hours of training, many team members
may not be able to accurately recall a particular
incident from earlier in training in sufficient detail to
be able to learn well from their experiences. Currently,
some video and audio from training events are
collected at the NTC. However, the video and audio
are seldom available to units for AARs or hot washes
conducted in the field. NTC is in the process of
installing the necessary infrastructure to provide live
video and audio feeds to the O/Cs in the field,
including laptops carried in the O/Cs’ vehicles and
plasma displays available in trailers distributed through
the training area. These improvements will make it

Team performance modeling was performed to predict
the SME ratings of performance based on variables
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Convoy training conducted at Fort Lewis using
Ambush! and during STX lanes at NTC relies on the
After Action Review process to maximize the benefits
of training. During a well run AAR, the O/C or
commander reviews the unit’s performance,
emphasizing areas where the unit would benefit from
improvement as well as areas the unit should sustain at
their current high level of performance.
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possible for O/Cs to use the recorded media of a unit’s
training to augment the AAR process.
Within
DARWARS Ambush! it is possible to record a unit’s
performance as they navigate the challenges in the
virtual world, and then play the video back during an
AAR. But two obstacles remain, even if all the
multimedia is available. The first is the time required in
finding events noted as training relevant during the
mission by sifting through the video and audio
recordings and making sure they cover the “teaching
points” that illustrate a unit’s weaknesses. With
current O/C staffing shortages, the time that it takes to
identify segments of video or audio of interest may
overwhelm the benefits of using recorded performance
for AARs. The second obstacle is that given the
workload for understaffed O/Cs not all activity can be
continuously monitored and critical events may be
overlooked. By automatically and continuously
analyzing the communications data, this toolset can
extend the O/Cs reach.
The AAR tool we developed includes several functions
to support O/Cs and commanders in preparing an AAR.
As shown in Figure 2, O/Cs can view an entire training
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mission by events. This view provides a color-coded
table of automatically selected events and critical
events that are rated by the tool on the 5 scales: CC
(Command and Control), SA (Situation Awareness),
SOP (Standard Operating Procedures), CA (Critical
Action Drills), and TP (overall Team Performance).
The lowest scores are indicated by red, with the best
scores shown in green, to help O/Cs spot events of
interest. Clicking on the rating scale name (e.g. CC)
sorts the events so the events with the best or worst
performance on that scale will be visible at the top (see
Figure 2), making it easy for an O/C to identify
potential sustains and improves. Each event is linked
to the audio recording, so clicking the event will play
the associated audio files automatically, and show the
ASRed transcript of the audio. Clicking the event will
also display brief, automatically derived comments for
each event that explain the event and ratings (see above
right in Figure 2). As shown in the lower half of Figure
2, the display also allows O/Cs to browse using a
timeline interface, with the ability to get an overview
of the whole mission and zoom in to locate audio from
particular parts of the mission they want to listen to.
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Figure 2. AAR Tool Interface Showing Events and Ratings in a Table.
Figure 3 shows the chart view of a team’s performance
in the AAR tool. Continuous scores on each rating
scale, generated by the tool, are displayed over the time
course of the training mission. This display option
allows O/Cs to view trends in performance, including

improvements or declines in specific areas. For
example, if a unit starts out having problems in
command and control, but improves over the course of
the mission, the O/C would be able to easily see that
using this display.

Figure 3. AAR Tool Interface Showing Events and Ratings with a Continuous Graph.
As shown in Figure 4, the AAR tool also generates a
set of suggested improves and sustains for each
mission.
These improves and sustains are
automatically generated by the system, and are closely
linked to the identification of events of interest. While
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O/Cs may prefer to select their own improves and
sustains, this interface will provide possible options,
and help prevent an O/C from missing an important
training
opportunity
during
an
AAR.
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Figure 4. AAR Tool Interface Showing Suggested Sustains and Improves
Evaluation of the AAR Tool
Two SMEs reviewed the AAR tool in order to provide
us with feedback about its usefulness in supporting
AARs, and to suggest improvements and other possible
applications. The SMEs included our primary SME,
LTC (Ret) Fena, and a second SME who had recently
returned from his second tour as a convoy commander
in Iraq. Both SMEs thought the AAR tool was
valuable and would reduce the time required to prepare
for an AAR as well as increase the scope of events that
could be discussed. They emphasized that time is
often the most precious commodity during training and
the focus of the AAR tool should remain on shortening
AAR prep time to maximize the tool’s utility to O/Cs
and commanders. Both SMEs thought that the tool
layout was conducive to the way they would choose to
use it to support an AAR. Specifically, they felt that
the tool would allow a quick and easy three-step
process for preparing an AAR:
1. Identify a unit’s strengths and weakness at a
glance, by scanning sorted event ratings;
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2.
3.

Understand the weaknesses by examining
these events in more detail, including listening
to audio samples;
And last, pull all the information about the
unit’s performance together with their own
comments.

The SMEs also had suggestions for improving the
functionality of the AAR tool, including:
• Making critical events easier to find, either by
creating a separate table for them or by
marking them more clearly in the context of
the other events;
• Allowing an O/C or commander to add their
own brief comments to events and missions;
• Provide short descriptions of each event, such
as “First IED” or “CASEVAC” to improve
identification;
• Adding performance benchmarks to help
standardize performance across units. They
felt that rating a unit as “trained” on a
particular metric, such as command and
control, is often a subjective judgment, and
the Army’s training could benefit by
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calibrating the ratings provided by the AAR
Tool to a more objective standard.
The SMEs also believed that the tool could easily be
extended to provide an O/C or commander support
beyond a typical training mission AAR. Their ideas
for extending the tool included adding longitudinal
tracking to monitor a unit’s performance over multiple
missions. This would require archiving missions and
adding tools to visualize and summarize performance
over time. Benefits would include being able to
identify performance trends, including recurring
problems. The SMEs also felt that the tool could
provide support for briefings up and down the chain of
command, making it useful in a significantly wider
variety of circumstances. Future work will include
collecting additional feedback from representative
users to insure that the continued development of the
AAR is in line with O/C and commander needs.
CONCLUSIONS
The feasibility of using this communication analysis
approach was demonstrated for automatically detecting
critical incidents, identifying performance changes, and
evaluating team performance in both live and virtual
training environments. Based on the success of this
project, the AAR tool could be further developed into
an operational tool for use in Ambush! and NTC STX
lane training environments with some additional
refinements.
The general approach used here translates well to other
military applications requiring monitoring and
assessment of teams. It allows near-real-time analysis
and modeling of real (complex) communication data
for networked teams.
The combined toolset
automatically models objective and subjective metrics
of team performance and can generate its predictions
within seconds. Because the models are automatically
derived, the approach does not require large up front
task analyses and instead capitalizes on the
demonstrable strengths of O/C's AAR techniques. The
toolset can be easily be integrated into systems to
monitor and provide feedback for teams, in both
training and operational venues.
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